J. C. Stampfli has asked whether the norm of the derivation O Γ : A-* TA -AT as a mapping of the subalgebra % of %(H) into S3(#) is given by inf{21| T-A'\\: A r e %'}. That this need not be the case is shown through an example in 4 X 4 matrices.
if is a Hubert space. 33(iϊ) is the algebra of all bounded linear operators on H. SI is a subalgebra of 33(ίf) and 21' is the commutant of 21.
In [6] , J. C. Stampfli proved that the norm of £ί τ as a mapping of 33(iϊ) into itself is precisely 2 inΐ λ \\T -X\\. Thus the question about \\& T \\ as a mapping from SI to S5(iί) naturally arises. In addition, Kadison, Lance, and Ringrose [2, Theorem 3.1] show that if T = T* and D Γ maps §1 into itself, then 11O Γ 11 = inf{211T -A'\\: A' e 21'}. Our example will have T self-adjoint, which shows that their hypothesis Q Γ (SI) c 31 is not inessential.
For our example, we take H to be complex four-dimensional Hubert spaces; elements of H are to be thought of as column 4-vectors, and elements of 33(iJ) as 4 x 4 matrices. We take SI to be the subalgebra of diagonal matrices, so SI' = St.
For T we take the Hermitian matrix
JΓ is of the form P -Q where P and Q are self-ad joint projections. The range of P is two-dimensional and is spanned by the orthogonal unit vectors First we show that ||Q Γ || = sup{|| TX-XT\\: Xe% \\X\\ = 1} < 2. As the unit sphere of 2C is the convex hull of the unitary matrices in 2t, it suffices to consider || TX -XT\\ only for diagonal unitary matrices X. As T has norm 1 and any X has norm 1, || TX -XT\\ ^ 2. Suppose then that there were an X for which || TX-XT\\ = 2 (since the set of X under consideration is compact, the supremum defining £ι τ is attained). Then there must be a unit vector ueH for which ||(TX -XT)u\\ = 2, and since TX and XT are both of norm 1, we must have || TXu\\ = 1 = ||.XTi&||; and since the norm of H is strictly convex, we must have TXu = -XTu. Further, since \\Tu\\ = 1, we must have u = Pu + Q%. The next two relations are consequences of TXu --XTu; start in the middle and work towards either end.
Next we observe that XPu is in the range of Q and XQu is in the range of P; for if one of these were not the case, we should have the strict inequality below:
But if ||Q Γ || is to be 2, we cannot allow \\TXu\\ < 1. Since ||XP^|| 2 + ||XQ^|| 2 = 1, not both of XPu and XQu may be zero. Observe that operation on a vector by the diagonal unitary X does not change the absolute value of any component. If XPu Φ 0, then XPu is in the range of Q and the conclusion we draw is that there must be a nonzero vector in the range of p with moduli of components the same as that of q. If XPu = 0, then XQu Φ 0 and XQu is in the range of P; we draw the same conclusion.
To finally reach the desired contradiction to the assumption ||£} Γ || = 2, we need only show that no vector in the range of p has components of the same modulus as q. for any choice of p, θ, and Φ. The choices θ = 0, p = p (1) , and p = p This incompatibility is a contradiction to || T -D\\ < 1. The reader will observe the similarity with Example 5.5 of [3] . In spirit, we have the logarithmic analogue of the problem of conditioning matrices. One can ascertain conditions that || T -A r \\ ^ || Γ|| for all A'elY by consideration of the norms || T\\ p = [traceCT*? 7 )^2] 1â s p-> co, as in [4, Lemma 4.7, Theorem 4.8] or, more generally, [5, § 6] . For T self-ad joint, the relevant condition to have \\T-A r \\^\\T\\ for all diagonal A! is that both numbers -||2Ί| and ||Γ|| are eigenvalues of T and that the spectral projections associated with these eigenvalues have proportional diagonals. Conditions involving suprema of norms over the group of diagonal unitaries are related to the moduli of components of certain vectors; see [4, Theorem 5.4] , as well as [1, 2] . Finally, we note that for the analogous problem of conditioning matrices, examples such as we have constructed are not available in 3 x 3 matrices, nor with 4x4 real matrices. The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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